Abstract. We give sufficient conditions for estimates of the form /|b(x)|*i/m(*)<C||ii||^, iiefl»-', to hold, where fi(x) is a measure and \\u\\s is the norm of the Sobolev space Hs p. If dp. = dx, this reduces to the usual Sobolev inequality. The general form has much wider applications in both linear and nonlinear partial differential equations. An application is given in the last section.
/|b(x)|*i/m(*)<C||ii||^, iiefl»-', to hold, where fi(x) is a measure and \\u\\s is the norm of the Sobolev space Hs p. If dp. = dx, this reduces to the usual Sobolev inequality. The general form has much wider applications in both linear and nonlinear partial differential equations. An application is given in the last section.
Introduction. If V{x) is a function in V = L'{R") then it follows easily from Holder's inequality and the Sobolev imbedding theorem that (1) \\Vu\\q^C\\u\rp, ueH*<?, provided (2) l/t < 1/q < \/p + 1/t < s/n + 1/q (the last inequality in (2) must be strict if either p = 1 or n = sp). Here ||w|| denotes the norm in Lq, and ||m|| denotes the norm in the Sobolev space Hs.p = Hs.p<y(?) (for precise definitions see §1).
Several authors have shown that inequality (1) can hold even when V{x) is not in some V space. Stummel [8] proved (1) for p = q = s = 2 and V{x) satisfying í r i V/q (3) sup / |K(x) | |jc -^| dx\ <oo y \J\x-y\<l j for some a < 4. Balslev [9] proved it for 1 < p = q < oo, í a positive integer and V{x) satisfying (3) for some a < sq. This was extended to 5 any positive real number by Schechter [10] . For p = q = 2 it was shown in [11] that one can take a = sq in (3). Berger and Schechter [12] proved (1) under the conditions (4) 1 < p < q < oo, 1/p < s/n + 1/q.
They showed that (1) holds provided there exists an a such that (5) 0 < a/nq < s/n + 1/q -1/p and (3) holds. Subsequently, Schechter [7, 13] was able to extend (4) to (6) 1 < p, q < oo, 1/p < s/n + 1/q and in particular to allow q < p. The hypotheses on V{x) were given in terms of a new family of norms depending on three parameters. For 0<a<n,l<r, t < co we define (7) K,,,(v) = / \V(x)f\ x -y\ dx \/r (for other values of the parameters cf. [7, 13] ). It was shown that (8) \\Vu\\q*zCMa,r<t{V)\\u\\SiP under the basic assumptions (9) 0 < 1/r < 1/q < 1/p + 1/t and (10) 0 < a/nr ^ s/n + 1/q -1/p -1/t with certain exceptions as noted there. The purpose of the present paper is to prove inequalities of the form (11) f \u(x)\"dp(x) < C\\u\\lp, ueHs'», where p(x) is a measure. A special case of (11) is (12) f \u(x)\"w(x)dx^C\\u\\lp, ueHs-p.
This in turn will imply (1) if we take W(x) = \V(x)\q. In proving (11) we introduce new expressions for measures. We let (13) MSJ(dp) = j J\x-v\<l x-y\ dp(x) This is the counterpart for measures of the norm (7). We found that by adding a simple hypothesis to the measure p we can avoid the exceptions noted earlier. The hypothesis (called condition A) is that for every e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that whenever £ is a subset of a cube Q satisfying \E\ < 8\Q\ (\E\ denotes Lebesgue measure) one has / dp(x) < e1 dp(x).
JE JQ (This is the condition Ax of [1] .) Under this assumption we show that (9), (10) (with r = q) imply (14) j \u(x)\qdp(x)^CMaJ/q(dp)\\ut,p, ueW-P.
We also use an expression related to (13) and the fractional maximal operator. Let (15) Msdp(x)= sup |oíí/n)"7 My) iei«i where Q represents a cube in R" with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. (In the maximal operator the size of Q is not restricted. In our case it is.) We define
We show that the two expressions (13) and (16) are equivalent when t ¥= oo. When t = oo, we have only (17) NSJ(dp) < CMSJ(dp).
However, we show that (18) f \u{x)\qdp{x)<CNa<Jdp)\\u\\lp provided p,q + 1.
Our method of attack is to replace the Bessel potential which we previously used with our variation of the fractional maximal operator (15). In order to do this we had to generalize a theorem due to Muckenhoupt and Wheeden [1] . For inequality (18) we adopt a theorem due to Sawyer [3] . Our theorems are stated and proved in § §1 and 2. In §3 we discuss the Lorentz spaces Lpr{p) (for definition cf., e.g., [14] ). Among other things we show when (19) ll^lly<C||F||t.4«||ItJ, holds for each p > 1. We include the case t = oo. We prove (19) Wheeden [20] ).
In 1972 the author gave a condition which is both necessary and sufficient for (11) to hold when p = q = 2 (cf. [29] ). The authors of [6, 16, 18, 20, 25, 27] were obviously unaware of this result.
1. The spaces. We define several new classes of spaces that will be used throughout the paper. For 0 < s < n, 8 > 0 let Gs.s(x) = 1*1 > 1*1 < s> = 0, |x|>8, where x = {xx,..., x") e R", \x\2 = x2 + • ■ ■ +x2. If p(x) is a locally finite Borel measure on R", we define
Gs,sdp(x)= f GsS{x-y)dp{y), Ms s dp ( x ) = sup | Q | * " I dp xeQ JQ IÔK8"
where Q represents a cube in R" with sides parallel to the coordinate axes having volume \Q\. The supremum is taken over all such cubes containing x and having volume ^ 8". Using these expressions we define
If t > 1, this is the norm of f(x) in L' = L'(R"). For brevity we also put MSJ(dp) = MsjX(dp), NSJ(dp) = Ns^x(dp).
Our first result is We shall say that the measure p(x) satisfies condition A if for every e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that E e Q, \E\ < 5|ô| imply p(E) < eju,(ö), where p(E) = jEdp(x).
Such a measure is necessarily absolutely continuous. Our next theorem gives a sufficient condition for (1.3) to hold. Theorem 1.2. Assume that
and that p satisfies condition A. Then there is a constant C depending only on parameters such that (1.8) ||M|U < CMaJ/qiS(dp)i/q\\u\\s,p, u e H'>>.
Ift=7 oo, then (1.9) \\4q.,<CNaJ/^{dp)1/q\\u\\StP.
The same is true if t = oo andp, q =7 1.
Define for f{x) locally integrable
GsJ(x) = f \x-y\S~n\f{y)\dy, Assume that p, q, t > 1, p * oo, 0 < s < n, and that (9), (10) hold. If dp = \V(x)\q dx satisfies condition A, then (1.16) \\Vu\\q < CMa^s(V)\\u\rp.
If t ¥= oo or p, q + 1, then
(1-17) \\Vu\\q<CNtt^s{V)\\u\lp.
As we shall see, ß < a implies K.r.,AV) < Mßr,s(V) and Na^s(V) ^ Nß^s{V)
Hence, when p < q, the best result in Theorem 1.2 is obtained when t = oo. When p > q,we must take í finite.
For p <: q, necessary and sufficient conditions for (11) to hold are given in [18, 23, 25, 28] . Sufficient conditions are given in [7-13, 16, 20, 24, 27 ].
2. Comparison of the norms. In this section we shall prove several theorems which will imply those of §1. We begin with Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < q < oo and let p be a locally finite Borel measure on R" satisfying condition A. Then for every e > 0 there is a constant K depending only on e, n, q and p such that If Q is any cube,
where Q + 8 is the cube having the same center as Q and side length l(Q) + 8, and x0 is some point in Q. Assume that (2.5) holds and that E, # 0. Then there is a point Xj e Ej. By (2.5) If we now take b = 2" + 1, we will have Gs.s/2dv(x) < GSiPdv(x) + kbX-
This will imply
Eje {x e Q^G, pdv(x) > l2bX,Ms¿dv{x) < \d).
Hence by (2.6) \Xb\Ej\ < ( Gspdv(x)dx <CpsMl{Q¡)+2pdv{xJ){l{QJ) + 2p)"< CM,¿dv(xj)l{Qj)n < C\d\Qj\. This gives (2.8) which immediately implies (2.9). D Theorem 2.3. There is a constant K depending only on p/8 and n such that (2.10) Ms,p{dp)^KMstiS(dp), t>\, holds for all Borel measures p.
Proof. We have Gs,pdp(x) = j GsJx -y) dp{y) < £ hk(x) J A = 0 where hk(x) = f \x -y( "'dp(y)
and L is the integer determined by L < p/8 < L + 1. Let z[k),..., z^)t, be points in the set S = {x e R" \ k < |jc| < k + 1} such that S can be covered by N(k) balls of radius 1 and centers at zjk). It follows that the set Ss= {x\k8 ^\x\ ^(k + 1)8}
can be covered by N(k) balls of radius 8 with centers at the points 8zjk). Thus hk{x)^{kSy-"f dp{y)
JkS<\y-x\<tk + l)S A'(Af) < (kSy-I / dp(y) j = \ J\y-x-8z)k)\<8 N(k) <*'"" E G,,8dp{x + Sz}k)).
Thus N(k) 11**11, <*'"" E \\Gs,sdp\\" UkL.
= 1
Since ||A0||, = Ms, s(dp), we have M,.,.,(/i) < E IIAJI, < |l+ I JV(*) M,,,.4(^). and there is a constant K2 depending only on n and t such that (2.12) Ms^s(dp) ^ K2NsMS(dp), t<oe.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 K.t.Ádp) < n"/2Ms^s{dp) < Cxn"/2M^s(dp)
where Cx depends only on n. By the same token there is a constant C2 depending only on n such that Msj.s(dp) < C2MslS/2(dp).
Moreover, by Theorem 2.1 there is a constant C3 depending only on n and t such that MSJ,s(dp) < iKj.s(dp) + C2C3Ns^s(dp) and we can take K2 = 2C2C3. D Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4. Then there is a constant C depending only on n such that (2.25) \\Ms,sf\\q,^CMaJ/^(dp)1/q\\f\\p, feLP.
Proof. Let a be defined by (2.15) and put p = p/a. Then t = ap'. By Lemmas 2.9, 2.2, 2.8 and Theorem 2.3, the left-hand side of (2.25) is bounded by
n^2"\\Gas^r\\'q/-a pn^Ma^/q^s(dp)l/"\\r\\Ya <CMait/"t(drf"\\fl by (2.30), since \\GnSdp\\T < MarS(dp). Hence (2.31) \\Gs*f\\q,lt<CMtt,/q¡s(dp)1/"\\f\\p.
This implies (1.8) since (2-32) II «L," =11/11, by (1.5) and (2.28). If / < p', we can find a p > 1 such that 1/q -1/t < 1/p < 1/t' and 1/p -s/n < 1/p ^ 1/p by (1.6), (1.7). Put (2.33) a/n = s/n + 1/p -1/p > 0.
Then 1/(7 < 1/p + 1/t < 1 and a/n < a/n + 1/q -1/p -1/t.
If we now apply that part of the theorem already proved, we obtain ll"IU< CMat/qS(dp)l/q\\u\\np.
It is well known that (2.33) implies ||m||" p < C\\u\\s p when p < p (cf., e.g., [5] ). This gives (1.8). In order to prove (1.9), we note that when t =7 oo we can apply (2.12) to reach the desired conclusion. If r = oo and p,q+ 1, we see that (2.27) holds by Sawyer's theorem (Theorem 2. Proof. Assume first that t < oo. It was shown in [13] that
Mß.p,rAV) < CMy,P,tAV) provided (2.37) y/np + 1/t < ß/np + 1/t.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.9
(2-38) tfY,p.,,«(*0 < Ky,a>,tAv)> a>l.
Put y = a/a, p = r/a. Then (2.34) implies (2.37). Hence
Mp,p,rAV) < CMr^AV) < CNy,P,cÁV) < CMar^s(V) In fact we have
If we take a = n/ß, we obtain (2.39). If t = t = oo, then (2.36) follows immediately from (2.38). Suppose t < oo = t. We may assume that equality holds in ( by (2.39) and (2.38). This gives (2.36) since t = p/y. D 3. Lorentz spaces. In this section we shall prove some inequalities involving the Lorentz spaces Lp-r(p) (for the definitions cf., e.g., [14] ). First we improve a bit inequalities (1.8) and (1.9). (3) (4) \\Gs*fl,^CMa^s(dpy holds for each q satisfying 1/p -s/n + a/nq < (l -X'l)/q < 1/p.
If one of these inequalities is strict, we can change q slightly and still preserve them.
They will both be equalities only if a = sq, 1/q = 1/p + 1/t which is excluded by (3.1) . Thus there is an interval of values of q for which (3.4) holds. If we now apply the real method of interpolation (cf., e.g., [14] ), we obtain (3.2). The same reasoning implies (3.3) . D In [13] we proved that (3-5) Ma^t{V)<C\\V\\L" provided (3.6) 0 < I/o -1/t = a/nr, r < a < t < oo.
We have therefore If dp = V dx satisfies condition A, then (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ll^ll,<C||K||¿..,||«||^.
Moreover for each p > 1 (3.10) l|ír«l|t...<C||F||í...,||H|L,/.
Proof. We appeal to Theorem 1.5. In this case we need an interval for the values of q for which a/nr + 1/p + X/r -s/n < 1/q < 1/p + 1/Xr where X = r/q and r is some value such that q < r < o. We can obtain such an interval by choosing r suitably. We apply real interpolation to (3.9) lG,(X)*/LJl<C3V..l/,>1/x(rfM)l/*ll/ll/.
The important point in Theorem 4.1 is that C does not depend on X.
As a corollary we have Theorem 4.2. There is a constant C0 depending only on n, r, t such that Proof. Put dp = \V\dx, q = p = 2, u = G[X) * f in Theorem 4. implies that ( -oo, -X2) contains a point in the spectrum of H.
Proof. To prove the first statement we note that by (4.4) and (4.6) and consequently (4.9) -X2\\u\\2^{Hu,u). To prove the second, suppose (-oo, -X2) were in the resolvent set. Then (4.9) would hold. This would imply \\G[X) * f\\2tl¡ =£ ||/||2 where dp = V(x)dx. By Theorem 2.4 there is a constant K depending only on n such that (4.10) ||M1i1/a/||2m < *||GU/A/||2^ < cxK\\G^ */||2jl < cxK\\f\\2 holds for all / e L2. This implies (4.11) ^2,l.oo.l/x(n<C2tf2 as noted by Sawyer [3] . In fact, let Q be any cube with side length < 1/X and let f(x) be the characteristic function of Q. Then
Mx,1/xf(x) = \Q\1/n, xeQ.
Thus (4.10) gives Í \Q\2/"Vix)dx^c2K2\Q\.
This implies (4.11). If we now take C¿ = c2K2, we see that (4.7) contradicts (4.9). Thus there must be a point in the spectrum of H below -X2. D 
